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An Inverted Pilgrimage:
Blake's Milton and The Pilgrim's Progress'

Masashi Suzuki

"Note here that Fable or Allegory is seldom

without some Vision. Pilgrim's Progress is

full of it."1'

"This Book will make a Traveller of thee,
If by its Counsel thou wilt ruled be."2)

William Blake's Milton, as its title suggests,, is about the hero John
Milton's "unexampled deed"(2:21), about his descent from Eternity to

Ulro and into Blake's cottage garden at Felpham, to "her(Ololon) re-

deem & himself perish"(2:20), and his subsequent ambiguous return to

Eternity. The poem has frequently been taken, therefore, as an oblique
but telling Blakean critique of "Milton's religion"(22:39); Florence Sand-

ier, in particular, has done eminent work in this direction.®

However, a sufficiently detailed analysis of Milton in relationship
with John Bunyan has not yet been attempted.* Discussions of the

relations between Blake and Bunyan have been generally restricted to

pointing out that Blake took the concept of Beulah from Bunyan- a
moony, female space "where contrarieties are equally true"(30:1) for

Blake; whereas for Bunyan it is the country where "the Sun shineth
night and day" (PP,154).

But a closer reading of Milton and The Pilgrim's Progress will

reveal that there are more similarities and common features between

them than are generally assumed. Echoes from Bunyan found in The

Gates of Paradise (1793;1818) or 28 water-colour illustrations (1824)
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to the First Part of The Pilgrim's Progress which are Blake's inter-

pretative pictorial commentary on the work8, are the surest index that

Bunyan had a particular fascination for the imagination of Blake.

Furthermore, poems written in the 1790s reflect Blake's reading of

Bunyan, while his letters, especially those written during his stay at

Felpham(1800-03) where he composed Milton as he eventually tells us

(36:21-24), are permeated with references to Bunyan that will shed

some light on the interrelations between Milton and The Pilgrim's

Progress.

Although it would be interesting to extend and elaborate on the

various consequences resulting from the distinction and interrelations

between the two works, and to connect them with some of the im-

portant political and religious issues of the time, the aim of the

present article is less ambitious: to indicate some similarities and

dissimilarities between the two, particularly in terms of the extent to

which Bunyan and Blake have recourse to the "allegorical dream vision"

genre and, closely related to it, the "pilgrimage/journey" motif. Such

a study is certainly in order because it is here that a significant

commondenominator between the two and its transformation are most

clearly observable. The Pilgrim's Progress, I'd like to argue, is one of
the pretexts of Milton as informing as Paradise Regained and Milton's

journey is essentially an inversion of Christian's pilgrimage; the Blak-
ean "Miltons Track" (34:24), in other words, is diametrically opposed to

the Bunyanesque "way to the Celestial City" (PP.119). Indeed, both

works are remarkably alike in many respects but they will in the final

analysis turn out to be, in Blake's phrase, "oppositions" in an impor-

tant sense.

I
References and allusions to The Pilgrim's Progress abound in Blake's

letters written during and shortly after his stay in Felpham. The letter
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in which Blake for the first time expressed his enmity towards his

patron, William Hayley who figures in Milton as Satan, and announced

Milton "descriptive of those Acts"6) during his sojourn in Felpham, is

that of 25 April 1803 to Thomas Butts, where he reminds us of Bun-

yan's Christian struggling through "the Valley of the shadow of Death" :

I perceive that the sore travel which has been given me these three
years leads to Glory & Honour. I rejoice & I tremble: "I am fear-
fully & wonderfully made." I had been reading the cxxxix Psalm
a little before your Letter arrived. I take your advice. I see the face
of my Heavenly Father; he lays his Hand upon my Head & gives a
blessing to all my works; why should I be troubled? why should
my heart & flesh cry out? / will go on in the Strength of the Lord;
through Hell will I sing for his Praises,that the Dragons of the Deep
may praise him, & that those who dwell in darkness & in the Sea
coasts may be gather'd into his Kingdom, (italics mine)

The italicized phrases could well refer to the outcry of Bunyan's pil-
grim in the dark valley; "I will go on in the Strength of the Lord" is

a quotation from Psalm 71:16 and it is also an exclamation which was

uttered by the pilgrim when he was attacked by the foul fiends at

Hell's mouth and succeeded in saving him. The "sore travel which has

been given [him] these three years" may suggest his trouble and con-

tention ('travail') with Hayley over the value of his "Just Right as

an Artist & as a Man"7) to follow his own genius, but it will also

indicate his journey ('travel') to Felpham and his three years' stay

there. These would show that Blake is identifying his own condition as

a victim of Hayley's psychological assaults with that of Christian and

also his travel with the pilgrimage of Christian.

In the letter of 4 December 1804 to William Hayley, the Blake-Bunyan

comparison is directly voiced:

I was about to have written to you to express my wish that two so
unequal labourers might not be yoked to the same Plow & to desire
you if you could get Flaxman to do the whole, because I thought
it would be (to say the best of myself) like putting John Milton
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with John Bunyan.... (italics mine)

The project on the part of Hayley to print and illustrate Hayley's

unpublished material under the supervision of John Flaxman is rejected.

It is Hayley's conventional opinion of Bunyan as the rude man's John

Milton that Blake is assuming here. Blake, knowing Hayley's evaluation

of Bunyan, obsequiously but ironically declines the offer, for he has

already come to a new appreciation of the depths and complexities of
Bunyan's prophetic character.8 The identification of Christian with

Blake himself is especially obvious when Blake, citing Psalm 71:16 again

in the letter quoted, goes on to say, "I shall travel on in the strength

of the Lord God as Poor Pilgrim says." "Poor Pilgrim" is certainly

Bunyan's Christian and the scene evoked is again that perilous pathway

through the Valley of the Shadow of Death. The final reference to the

Bunyan syndrome in the chronology of Blake's correspondence is found

in another letter to Hayley of 28 December 1804 when he was informed

of the death of Samuel Rose, a counsel for his trial for high treason

at the Chichester Quarter Session:

Farewell, Sweet Rose! thou hast got before me into the Celestial
City. I also have but a few more Mountains to pass: for I hear the
bells ring & the trumpets sound to welcome thy arrival among
Cowper's Glorified Band of Spirits of Just Men made Perfect,
(italics mine)

Perhaps the trial at Chichester is closely associated with the trial of

Faithful and Christian at Vanity Fair, and the "Celestial City" is,

needless to say, the heavenly Jerusalem in The Pilgrim's Progress. The

mountains Blake conjures up here are probably meant to signify the
Delectable Mountains which Bunyan places within view of the Celestial

City: Blake again compares himself to Christian as a pilgrim. Another

thing to note in the same letter is that Blake after lamenting Rose's
passing writes that "certainly I am that Dreamer". What are the

implications of "that Dreamer"? Does it refer to himself as a foolish
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dreamer who is distracted by "Abstract folly" even while at work?; or,

is it an allusion to a man who can "See Visions, Dream Dreams &

prophecy", "unannoy'd " by "pernicious" "Doubts"? 9) If he takes dream-

ing as delusive before the Felpham period, Blake now acknowledges its

visionary and prophetic aspect, and by " Dreamer" with an emphatic

"that", he seems to suggest the dreamer-narrator of The Pilgrim's

Progress and hence the implicit identification of Blake with Bunyan.

It should be clear now that Blake, in relation to his patron during

the Felpham period, presented his mental predicament as comparable

to that of Christian; his personal concern and involvement with The

Pilgrim's Progress was serious enough to authorize a comparative study

of Milton, the most 'personal' of all Blake's works and The Pilgrim's

Progress, Bunyan's spiritual autobiography.

II

In reading Milton and The Pilgrim's Progress what strikes the

commonreader in the first place is their resemblance in form:that each

work consists of two halves. And then he will be aware that John

Milton is a hero in Book I of Milton and Ololon (his three wives plus

three daughters) in Book II, while in the case of The Pilgrim's Progress

the hero is Christian in the First Part and in the Second Part Chris-

tiana his wife and her children; in the two works the plots develop

around male characters in the first half, whereas in the second half

around female characters1®. Most Blake scholars agree that the concept

of the topos of Beulah was adopted from Bunyan of which the source

is Isaiah 62:4 and the original meaning is "married" in Hebrew. The

etymological meaning of the word is truly realized when an apocalyptic

and overtly sexual union of Ololon and Milton is made at the coda of

Book II and when Christiana's four children and her companion Mercie

get married in the Second Part. It should also be noted that word/

poetry or word/book is one of the thematic issues in each work: "what
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moved Milton" (2:16) to descend from Eternity through Ulro, the world

of death, to Blake's cottage garden is the Bard's "prophetic song" (2:

22) while Christian is motivated to become a pilgrim by reading "the

Book" (PP, 8) at the outset of The Pilgrim's Progress.

Among the common features between the two, however, what concerns

more deeply the interrelations between them and what contributes to

their genesis and structure is that they are cast in the form of alle-

gorical dream vision which dates back to the Middle Ages.

The Pilgrim's Progress is perhaps the last considerable work in

English that all readers would agree to call an allegory. In his verse

"Apology" prefixed to the First Part of The Pilgrim's Progress Bunyan

justifies his method of "call [ing] for one thing to set forth another"

(PP, 6) with reference to the Bible's own use of parables, dark sayings,

"Types, Shadows and Metaphors" (PP,4). No reader could doubt the

content and intent of The Pilgrim's Progress from the extensively ex-

plicit title of Nathaniel Ponder's 1678 edition; the work is about alle-

gorical actions during "his dangerous journey" and about "safe arrival

at the desired country", set in the framework of "Dream" ("Under the

similitude of a Dream"). At the beginning of The Pilgrim's Progress:

As I walk'd through the wilderness of this world, I lighted on a
certain place, where was Denn; and I laid me down in that place
to sleep: and as I slept, I dreamed a Dream. I dreamed, and behold,
/ saw a Man clothed with Rags, standing in certain place, with his
face from his own House, a Book in his hand, and great burden
upon his Back. I looked, and saw him open the Book, and Read
therein; and, as he read, he wept and trembled: and not being able
longer to contain, he brake out with a lamentable cry, saying,
What shall I do?

Bunyan's Den in the wilderness, like Dante's dark wood midway through

life, localizes the indeterminate plight of a man thrown into the dream

world. The dreamer brings with him the whole burden of personal prob-

lems which conscience has made acute. Some critics on Bunyan hold
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that since The Pilgrim's Progress arises out of the total withdrawal

of what Lukacs called the "God-given security"10 upon which the alle-

gory of the Middle Ages was firmly based, "the allegory [of The Pil-

grim's Progress] is not consistently maintained and realism is always

breaking in."12) But it seems that it is here that The Pilgrim's Progress

could be taken as an example of post-allegorical allegory. The post-
modernist argument is that allegory is always double reading. It exists,

as V. Cunningham suggests18, in the juxtaposition and superimposition

of different senses, readings, and stories. And while an equality of the

separate senses is sought for, allegory never.wholly gets rid of the di-

visiveness that comes from the dividedness of attention it invokes; it is

an invitation to the reader to keep two levels of reference continually

in mind. And in this bifurcation of the reader's attention, the concep-

tual life of allegory resembles the physically endorsed textual double-

ness that the use of marginal glosses imposes. The marginal glosses of

The Pilgrim's Progress axe, as in S.T.Coleridge's The Ancient Mariner,

a commentary to and an interpretation of the text and constantly refer

the reader to the Bible or other preceding texts. Self-reflexiveness im-

plicit in "The Author's Apology for his Book" or "The Conclusion" to

the First Part alerts us to the reflection on the relations between text

and reading.

The imprisonment in Doubting Castle is possibly the most unfor-

gettable episode in the First Part of The Pilgrim's Progress, and yet

it suggests that the promises are always potentially missable or un-

reliable and that they might simply be absent when you most want

them to be present. Even though Christian and Hopeful come near the

Celestial City, they "could not, as yet, with open face behold it, but
through an Instrument made for that purpose" (PP,156) ; the pilgrims

try to gaze at the Gate through the shepherds' "Perspective Glass"

(PP.122) but their hands shake so much that they cannot "look steadily

through the Glass" (PP,123). All these episodes would show the un-
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steadiness of vision. Even at the end of the journey, the River of Death

has a terrible way of testing the pilgrim's faith. The final destinations

of By-ends and his fellows are uncertain: "Now whether they fell into

the Pit, by looking over the brink thereof, or whether they went down
to dig, or whether they was (sic) smothered in the bottom, by the

damps they commonly arise, of these things I am not certain" (PP,108).

And the First Part ends not with Christian's entry to Heaven, but with

Ignorance's damnation at the very gates of the Celestial City, leaving

us between hope and fear like Christian in the Interpreter's House.
The "Conclusion" to the First Part is not conclusive enough, hence the

Second Part was written; and by accepting silence the ending of the

Second Part seems to refuse to have any closure. The plot structure

of The Pilgrim's Progress is teleologically laid out with the hero strug-

gling to attain certain goals during the course of the pilgrimage from

the City of Destruction to the Celestial City, but the end or telos is

thus repeatedly overturned by the intricate processes and sub-plots that

have accumulated around the central theme of the hero's moral growth.

It is often pointed out that Blake's last great prophetic books owe

their germination to the central experiences of Felpham. Evidence that

the genesis of Milton lies in his poetic experiences in Felpham is the

letter Blake writes from Felpham to Butts (25 April 1803) where he

makes it clear that Milton could be taken as a specimen of allegorical

dream vision:

But none can know the Spiritual Acts of my three years Slumber
on the banks of the Ocean unless he has seen them in the Spirit or
unless he should read My long Poem descriptive of those Acts for
I have in these three years composed an immense number of verses
of One Grand Theme Similar to Homers Iliad or Miltons Paradise
Lost...

His account that he has in the previous "three years composed an im-

mense number of verses" descriptive of his "Spiritual Acts" during

those years fits Milton better than The Four Zoas or Jerusalem. As is
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clear in "dreams of soft deluding slumber" (The Four Zoas 111:42) ,

"slumber" is closely associated with or almost equivalent of "dream"

and the persistent connection of "travel/traveller motif" with "dream"

is found throughout Blakean oeuures and it is unmistakably obvious in,

for example, "Epilogue" to The Key of the Gates. It should be remem-

bered that a dream-framework is what Blake uses for Europe where in

the first Preludium plate the pictorial allusion to Bunyan's Christian

appears or for The Four Zoas which closes with "End of The Dream".

It would now be fair to conclude that Milton,"My long Poem", is the

product of "the Spiritual Acts of [his] three years' Slumber[i.e.

dream] on the banks of the Ocean". Blake who seems to identify him-

self with Bunyan's Christian during the Felpham period must be seeing
himself in Bunyan who is the narrator/dreamer/author of The Pil-

grim's Progress. More noteworthy is that Blake like Bunyan appears

in the poem as one of the personages through whom Milton's error is

revealed as well as the author; the incursion of the poet into the poem,

not merely as the reteller of a story but as the person who expe-

riences the whole substance of the poem is, as A.C.Spearing has re-
marked10, most characteristic of the genre.

The illustrations to the First Part of The Pilgrim's Progress them-

selves will bear witness to this. The composition of the frontispiece
(Fig.l)15' is spatially divided into three horizontal bands. The persona

of the author, narrator and dreamer occupies the middle band. Below

him, in the lowest band, to the right of the plate, a lion lies asleep.

Within the visionary realm depicted in the arc of the rainbow above,

moving from left to right are figures representative of the incidents in

the dreamer's dream. They are indistinctly drawn, but they are separate
portrayals of Christian. Two points should be noted here; first, the

light streaming from the Celestial City which is Christian's goal ir-

radiates and caps the form of the dreamer. Secondly, the central figure
Christian, standing in the arbour of Beulah and the sleeping narrator
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are alike in that both of them put on the same blue robe and the one

is sleeping in a place under an arbour while the other is standing in

the arbour of Beulah; the latter represents the risen counterpart of the

former. In this way the figure whom we take as the originator of the

vision is incorporated in the vision.

None of the designs to Milton, on the other hand, depicts a sleeping

narrator, but in at least three plates(17,32,40)16) Blake himself is

pictured. Plate 32 which is placed in the pivotal position between Books

I and II, for example, is a full-page design of Blake/author's reception

of Milton's falling star on the tarsus of his left, foot; he is flinging

his body back in self-annihilation. This is the moment of the prophetic

vision's entering Blake's tarsus; it is at this particular visionary

moment that Blake falls into a sleep or into a dream. At the lower

left of plate 17 Milton's comet or "falling star" is about to enter the

tarsus of Blake's left foot, having descended "perpendicular" (15:48)

through Beulah. At the lower right stands a woman beside the altar,

turning away as the star falls. Presumably she is the poet's "sweet

Shadow of Delight"(42:28), Catherine his wife. In plate 40(Fig.2) is

depicted one of the incidents in the dream where Blake greets Ololon,

Milton's emanation ("a Virgin of twelve years"å ;36:17) who has de-

scended into his cottage garden in Felpham, following Milton her

husband along "Miltons Track"(Fig.3). In this way Blake like Bunyan

enters the poem (the verbal and visual texts) and partakes in the action.

What is more interesting is that in another letter to Butts of 6 July

1803 Blake calls Milton "a Sublime Allegory"á" or "the Grandest

Poem", defining "Allegory" as "address'd to the Intellectual powers,

while it is altogether hidden from the Corporeal Understanding." If A

Vision of the Last Judgment is read more closely in terms of the dis-

tinction between "Allegory" and "Vision", it would become clear that

Blake conceives of two kinds of allegory. First, allegory based upon the

disrelations between representation and substance, is denigrated as a
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fallen mode. When he writes in Europe that "an eternal life awaits the

worms of sixty winters in an allegorical abode where Existence hath

never come" (38-39), he pours scorn upon religious systems that enslave

humanity with an unfulfilled promise of eternal life. As a technique

based upon the absence of what it promises to come, allegory becomes

a tool for political, religious and imaginative repressions. The allego-

rizing mode absorbs the sublime energy of individuals and distances

them from a perception of the infinite.

Secondly, however, allegory is a mode of writing that makes up for
the distance18)or heals the gap, between Eternity and the Vegetable

world, Inspiration and Memory. Just as the oak's "Eternal Image"

renews "by its seed", so Blake's kind of allegory includes both allegory

in the traditional sense of the word and "Vision" and is redefined as

a name given to a bridge or gate -a tertium quid- which divides and

unites, disrupts and organizes the oppositions. This kind of allegory, it

seems to me, is what Blake has in mind when he categorizes Milton as

"the Most Sublime Poetry" for the poem is, Blake says, "a Memento

in time to come, & to speak to future generations"19; in other words,

its meaning is not manifest and must be dug out by "the Intellectual
Powers" 205.

Now it seems clear that when he says that "Note here that Fable

or Allegory is seldom without some Vision. Pilgrim's Progress is full

of it" in A Vision of the Last Judgment, Blake implies that The Pil-

grim's Progress is the second or Blakean type of allegory because it is
loaded with visions ("full of it"). And it is also reasonable to say,

that Blake meant Milton to be the same kind of allegory or "a Sub-

lime Allegory" because he believes the visions that he saw in Felpham

(and in Lambeth) are disseminated throughout the poem.

Just as the pilgrimage from the City of Destruction to the Celestial

City is repeatedly endangered, leaving the travellers' end ambiguous, so

Milton's cosmic journey is full of obstacles and it is quite uncertain
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whether he has achieved his goal; the notion of indeterminacy is clearly

indicated in the uncertain ending or refusal of closure, in which in spite

of the apocalyptic and sexual union of Milton and Ololon, Albion is

unable to rise: he tries to get up from his couch in the'night of Beulah
(39:32) but he falls again with dreadful groans (39:51).; the awakening

of Albion in Milton is incomplete.

Double-reading, or the commentarial and interpretative aspect of alle-

gory in Milton is, in a curious way, observed in "A Bard's prophetic
song"(2:22). When the Druidic Bard's song is read closely with a view

to discovering the attitude of Blake towards the cause of the confusion

of Los's world, two mutually exclusive versions become immediately

apparent: the one is that when Palamabron hands over his "harrow of
the Almighty" to Satan and he. himself "served/The mills of Satan"

(8:4-5), the horses of the harrow become angry and the servants of

the mills become drunk with wine and begin dancing wildly, with the
result that Los's universe is utterly confused. Contrary to this "mascu-

line version" of the story, the other or the "feminine version" is told

by Leutha, Satan's wife, who declares herself to be "the author of this

sin"(ll:35) : Satan's desire to assume Palamabron's work is virtually

caused by her act of enclosing Satan within "feminine delusions"(ll:26)
and suppressing his "masculine perceptions" (2:5). The two versions of

the story about the fall of Los's world subvert each other; put differ-

ently, the "feminine version" is a subversive comment or gloss on its

"masculine version". The two versions may correspond to the two

Books into which the poem is divided and further to the two different

causes of Milton's descent to earth: in Book I or "masculine" book,

he begins his return to the sea of time and space voluntarily when he

has heard the Bard's song; whereas in Book II or "feminine" book,

Milton, or to be more precise, a portion of Milton (for Milton has
been split into three), is said to have been driven out of heaven by his

wife Ololon (34:3-4;37:1-2). Book II, one is tempted to say, is a text
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about Book I, or a metatext.
Corresponding to the "masculine" and "feminine" versions of the

motive of Milton's descent are two apparently opposing reasons why

Christian embarks upon his pilgrimage: Christian sets out on pilgrim-

age voluntarily on reading the Bible in the First or "masculine" Part;

whereas in the Second or "feminine" Part, Christiana is convinced that

she is guilty of having driven Christian her husband out of the City:

"I have sinned away your Father, and he is gone"(PP.178); "Lord

have mercy upon me a Sinner"{PP,178). And in a parallel way the

first and second halves are a commentary on each other, for Christiana

(Second Part) is said to have "her key" to open "What Christian left

lock'd up and went his way"(PP,171). This will imply that the Second

Part ultimately serves the heuristic purpose of revealing the whole

meaning of the work.

Ill

Medieval dream-poems are characterized by the motif of the other

worldly journey. Milton and The Pilgrim's Progress are no exception
and the motif is intimately though complexly bound up with their

major theme20. The concept of life as a pilgrimage goes back far into

the Middle Ages, if not further. That Blake is intrigued by the concept
is best exemplified in Jerusalem plate 99 where human beings are trav-

ellers or pilgrims "going forth and returning" between Eternity and this

world. In Milton Milton's life is compared to that of a pilgrim as in
"his(Milton's) bright pilgrimage of sixty years" (15:52). It is im-

portant to note that references to the travel/traveller motif permeate

his epistles during the Felpham period, in particular, his letter of 22

November 1802 to Thomas Butts, where Blake says:

And now let me finish with assuring you that, Tho' Ihave been very
unhappy, I am so no longer. I am again Emerged into the light of
day; I still & shall to Eternity Embrace Christianity and Adore him
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who is the Express image of God; but / have travel'd thro' Perils
& Darkness not unlike a Champion. 1 have Conquer'd, and shall
still Go on Conquering. Nothing can withstand the fury of my
Course among the Stars of God & in the Abysses of the Accuser.
(italics mine)

Like "a Champion" which immediately reminds us-of Seven Champi-
ons of Christendom(1616), one of the possible sources of The Pilgrim's

Progress22', Blake says, he has travelled through "Perils & Darkness"
(cf.PP,18). His journey ("my Course among the Stars of God & in the

Abysses of the Accuser") may parallel Milton's, cosmic flight from

Eternity through Ulro or hell to Felpham, and "Tho' I have been very

unhappy" exactly corresponds to the description of Milton's mental

state just before he falls on the earth as a star: "Unhappy though in
heaven" (2:18).

Milton is closely associated with "a journey", which is in evidence
at the beginning of the poem: "Muses.../Record the journey of im-

mortal Milton through your realms/Of terror & mild moony lustre"

(2:1-3). Milton, taking off "the robe of the promise" (14:13) and real-

izing his errors("I in my self hood am that Satan", 14:30), cries,
"What do I here before the Judgment?" (14:28). These words roughly

parallel those of Christian, who has decided to become "a pilgrim"®

when he has been made painfully aware of his sinfulness by reading the
Bible: "What shall I do [to be saved]?" (PP,8; Acts 2:37). Milton

and Ololon, like Dante or Boethius, are guided by "the seven Angels of

the Presence"(15:3) and Jesus on their journey, while Christian and

Christiana have Hopeful, Greatheart and others as their companions on

their pilgrimage to the Celestial City. It is also notable that Beulah
is a place for rest and refreshment for the "weary" travellers/pilgrims

in Milton(31:i) and in The Pilgrim's Progress it is also a locus amoenus

for the pilgrims who are "weary with Travelling" (PP,264).

As Jackson I. Cope has observed80, in the pilgrimage tradition "the

object of quest is place": the destination of Milton's and Ololon's
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journey is the sacred place Beulah "upon the Borders of Heaven" (PP,

155) which might be analogous in function and structure to a "gate"

to Eternity where they are united, while Christian's and Christiana's

goal is "the Celestial Gate", an entrance to the heavenly Jerusalem

where they will perhaps get together. Moreover, "the idea of conversion
as a journey"2S) fits Milton as well as Christian, for Milton's journey

is that of conversion or regeneration, by which he changes from being
"the Elect" (23:56) by "cast[ing] off rational demonstration by faith

in the Saviour"(41:3). While Christian's pilgrimage is a journey full of

danger, adventure and curiosity, Milton's journey is internalized; it

becomes a journey into the self, and the antagonist is no longer exteri-

or temptation but "Self hood". Plate 18 of Milton deals with the issue,

where as Milton, having descended from Eternity, struggles with Urizen,

his right foot cuts apart ,the two syllables of the "Selfhood" ; nothing

better illustrates the deep purpose of Milton's descent into the eternal

death for his descent is, first and foremost, for "self annihilation"
(14:12) and for splitting the "Selfhood".

As soon as Christian decides to become a pilgrim, he feels he is

"alienated" from his friends and neighbours in the City of Destruction

and further when they come to Vanity Fair, he and Faithful are treated
as "Pilgrims and Strangers" (PP,90) who speak a different language

("the Language of Canaan", PP.90) from that of the merchants of

Vanity Fair. It should be marked that the words "pilgrims and strangers"

are often coupled in the Bible and stem from the same Hebrew word
ger261. "Milton's human shadow"(17:18), on the other hand, journeys

over the mundane shell, passing by Midian, to "Satan's seat" (17:29)

and then joins Los and his wife Enitharmon, "the watchers of the
Ulro" (20:50). But Los and Enitharmon cannot understand the real

meaning of Milton's descent and treat him as the merchants of Vanity

Fair did as if he were a stranger, saying "Surely to unloose my bond/

Is this man come. Satan shall be unloosed upon Albion" (17:32-33).
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Furthermore, when Milton is met at the gate of Golgonooza by two

sons of Los, Rintrah and Palamabron, they ask, "Whence is this shadow

terrible?"(22:31); the implication here is that Milton presents himself

as a stranger or sojourner, that is, a ger.

In spite of the interesting similarities between Milton and The Pil-

grim's Progress, which have the pilgrimage/journey motif as their

common denominator, here is a major difference; in contrast to Chris-

tian who is a traveller "to Eternity"(17:30), Milton is one of the

"travellers from Eternity" (17:29). I would, therefore, like to call

Milton's journey "an inverted pilgrimage"; "Miltons Track", it must

be noted, runs diametrically counter to Christian's "way to the Celes-

tial City".

The most convincing pictorial example of such a Blakean inversion

of Bunyan is probably "the robe" Milton puts off before his return to

earth. (Harold Bloom has observed that if there is a single central
image in Milton it is "the garment".)2" Milton's travel starts with

putting off "the robe of promise"(14:13) in Eternity at the beginning

of the poem and ends in Felpham's vale with putting on "a garment
dipped in blood,/Written within & without in woven letters" (42:12-13).

When the Druidic Bard finishes his "terrible Song" there arises "mur-

muring in the Heavens of Albion"(14:4). The Bard, terrified, takes

refuge in Milton's bosom and then Milton rises up and takes "off the

robe of promise & ungirded himself from the oath of God"(14:13). He

declares, "I will go down to self annihilation and eternal death"(14:22).

Milton's "conversion" (which is Milton's immediate subject) thus begins

when he throws off "the robe of promise", a symbol of authority and

decides to plunge into the eternal death, and the poem ends with his

"initiation" into Eternity when, naked, he is united with Ololon at
Blake's cottage garden and wears "A garment of war"(42:15). The

subject of plate 16 (Fig.4) is Milton's "conversion"; Milton, inspired

by the Bard's prophetic song, is shown as he holds "the robe of prom-
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Fig.4 Milton, plate 16.
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ise" in his left hand and in his right "the oath of God" and is about

to stride forward. Rays of the fiery nimbus round his head mingle with

the rays from a setting sun.

In The Pilgrim's Progress, on the other hand, Christian's "burden
loosed from off his shoulders" (PP,381) when he comes to a place upon

which stands a cross, and then "three Shining Ones" come to him. The

first "says, "Thy sins be forgiven." The second strips him of his rags,
and clothes him with "change of Raiment" (PP,38) or "Broidered Coat"

(PP,49). The third sets a mark on his forehead, and gives him a roll

with a seal upon it. These actions symbolize Christian's "conversion"
and "initiation". Plate 14 of The Pilgrim's Progress (Fig.5) depicts the

shedding of the old man to become a new man in terms of the loos-
ening of Christian's burden, while plate 15 (Fig,6) deals with the ritual

donning of white raiment of the new. Looking at plate 15 whose subject

is "initiation" we see the three Shining Ones aligned close up in the

foreground in the order described by Bunyan. The first carries a book

and the middle angel, responsible for clothing Christian in a "change

of Raiment", holds the top and bottom of the "Rags" he/she28' is said

to have stripped him of in either hand. Christian stands dressed in his

new garment. What is most significant and perhaps interesting is that

the middle angel stands in almost the same posture as Milton in plate

16, and Milton's nimbus around the head is parallelled by the second

Shining One's halo; the rainbow coloration of plate 14 of The Pilgrim's

Progress tinges the angel's wings, coat and halo, just as Milton's back

is tinged with the rays rising from the globe of a setting sun.

If we consider the striking similarities between the two figures in
terms of Blake's "language of images" ("images regarded as language"),

it would become obvious that Milton's plate 16 ("conversion") is a

reverse of The Pilgrim's Progress's plate 15 ("initiation"). If so, then,

the costume of the elect Milton puts off in Eternity could be construed

as equivalent to or identical with the "Rags", the symbol of Christian's
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spiritual poverty on this earth. This is, to be sure, a characteristic

Blakean critique and inversion of the central and pivotal episode of

Bunyan's work; put another way, this is an interpretation of the inter-

pretation of Bunyan because the illustrations to The Pilgrim's Progress
are nothing but Blakean pictorial interpretation of Bunyan. (It is worth

noting that Bunyan's plates 14 and 15 are placed in the middle of the

whole 28 illustrations. This may suggest that Blake takes The Pilgrim's

Progress as a story of forgiveness rather than the militant myth of

the Christian Warrior doing battle against Satan's forces.) Although

Milton and Christian are both a member of "the Elect" (Milton 23:56)
or "the elect"295, the implications of the word are so essentially con-

trasted to each other.

A more complex example of the same technique is the lively scene

of Milton's rejection of the invitation to come to the Promised Land,

Canaan. While the "River" (PP,156) Christian crosses before he gets to

the Celestial City is a spiritual Jordan, the river from which Urizen

takes water for the baptism of Milton is "the river Jordan" (19:8),

and the land beyond the river is "a female place" called Canaan (10:

6-ll). Although Christian desperately tries to cross the river to reach

the land, the Milton of Blake's poem, in strikingå contrast to him,

firmly dismisses the temptation by Rahab and Tirzah to entice him

over the Jordan to Canaan to become the warring "King/of Canaan

and reign in Hazor where the Twelve Tribes meet" (20:5-6), for he

knows that it is the land ruled by Rahad and Tirzah, females symbol-

izing eighteenth-century natural religion and for Blake, Canaanite per-

version of prophetic religion. Milton's strong aversion to it perhaps

comes from his keen awareness of the "feature of a female space"

which "shrinks the organs /Of life till they become finite, & itself

seems infinite" (10:6-7). Here it might be fair to say that the original

concept of ger implying "Israel's relation to God's favour" has been

inverted by Blake.
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The final instance concerns itself with the way Ignorance is treated

in The Pilgrim's Progress: when he has managed to come up to the

Celestial Gate at the end of the First Part, he finds that he has lost

the "certificate" he must produce to the King and is cast down, his

hands and feet bound, to Hell by the two Shining Ones.. But Bunyan's

strict Calvinism30' seems to be rejected by Blake(23:47)31). There is no

predestination for Blake; even the three classes of the soul-the Elect,

the Redeemed, and the Reprobate-are not, indeed, predetermined but

can be chosen by the individual will. Blake is quite contrary to Bunyan

in that he provides us in his cosmography with the "Gates" which are
"open behind Satan's Seat to the city of Golgonooza,/Which is the

spiritual four fold London" (20:39-40), whereas in Bunyan there is a way
to Hell (where Ignorance falls) even from the Celestial Gate: "I saw

that there was a way to Hell, even from the Gates of Heaven, as well
as from the City of Destruction" (PP,163).

It would be reasonable to conclude that there are more similarities

and common features between Milton and The Pilgrim's Progress than

have previously been recognized-they are connected by "genre linked
motifs or topics"32'. This will suggest that an intertextual association

and fusion takes place in Blake's imagination between the two works;

Bunyan's The Pilgrim's Progress is one of the significant pretexts of

Blake's Milton. But their several contexts are opposed as we have seen

above, the result being the subversion of the Bunyanesque contexts in

Milton.
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